Program demographics and outcomes

Youth served*: 88% of young people in ART 180 increased their artistic expression.

83% demonstrated increased critical thinking after participating in ART 180.

89% demonstrated increased self-esteem.

96% reported a sense of belonging/connectedness with ART 180 programs.

92% demonstrated a strong sense of self-identity.

Age*: 8–12 = 16%, 13–18 = 82%, 19 = 2%

Gender*: Male = 42%, Female = 52%, Gender non-binary = 6%

Race*: Black /African American = 78%, White/Caucasian = 9%, Latino/Hispanic = 4%, Multiracial = 3%, Asian = 6%

Income data*: at or below 300% of federal poverty level = 94%, at 400% or above = 6%

*Demographic data based on responses received.

Financial information

A copy of our 2020 audit will be available upon request after June 1, 2021.

Total income: $934,245

Foundation grants: 28%

Program services: 62%

Individual contributions: 19%

Fundraising: 6%

Other income (events, product sales, interest): 16%

Government grants: 19%

Management and general: 10%

Corporate/organization contributions: 2%

Matching gifts: 8%
Financial information

**2020 Income**

- 28% Foundation grants
- 16% Government grants
- 6% Other income (events, product sales, interest)

**38% Individual contributions (including board)**

**10% Corporate/organization contributions**

**2% Matching gifts**

Total income: $934,245

**2020 Expenses**

- 62% Program services
- 19% Fundraising

**19% Management and general**

Total expenses: $763,852

Total assets: $899,305

A copy of our 2020 audit will be available upon request after June 1, 2021.
Program demographics and outcomes

376 youth served*

Age*
8–12 = 16%
13–18 = 82%
19 = 2%

Gender*
Male = 42%
Female = 52%
Gender non-binary = 6%

Race*
Black /African American = 78%
White/Caucasian = 9%
Latino/Hispanic = 4%
Multiracial = 3%
Asian = 6%

Income data*
at or below 300% of federal poverty level = 94%
at 400% or above = 6%

88% of young people in ART 180 increased their artistic expression

92% demonstrated a strong sense of self-identity

83% demonstrated increased critical thinking after participating in ART 180

96% reported a sense of belonging/connectedness with ART 180 programs

89% demonstrated increased self-esteem

*Demographic data based on responses received
In 2020, ART 180 adapted and ultimately thrived during a time of unprecedented challenge. We ended the year feeling energized, recommitting to our mission, and leaning into our values of young people, creative expression, communication, compassion, community, and (most appropriately) change.

Our community and Atlas programs began with a focus on ceramics for a March exhibition that was part of NCECA’s (National Council on Education for the Ceramic Arts) annual conference. The conference was ultimately cancelled, but after installing our young people’s work in our gallery we pushed forward with our first foray into the explicitly digital with a virtual gallery tour (still available to watch on our IGTV!).

All in-person programs ceased mid-March and the ART 180 leadership and programs staff came together to plan our shift to virtual programming, re-launching programs in April.

With the move to virtual, we have successfully found ways of engaging online that mirror the unique mentorship and creative youth development opportunities provided by our in-person programs.

Participants from our multimedia Characters in Action program at Elkhardt-Thompson Middle School strike a pose!
One of the most surprising changes we noticed is with those softly spoken youth that would participate in our on-site sessions only from the corner of the room or through the lines of the pencil. In these new spaces these seemingly quiet youth have taken ownership in the program and from home, becoming the leaders we always knew they could be. One young person at Binford Middle School program blossomed from her home space, and her mother even reflected on the positive change. This youth helped direct group conversations and fully engaged in the icebreakers, reflections, and projects.

**2020 Partners**

Autism Society of Central Virginia  
Binford Middle School  
Bon Air Juvenile Correctional Center  
Boys & Girls Clubs of Metro Richmond  
Charterhouse School (UMFS)  
Communities In Schools of Richmond  
Elkhardt-Thompson Middle School  
Fairfield Middle School  
Lucille Brown Middle School  
Martin Luther King Jr. Middle School  
Neighborhood Resource Center of Greater Fulton (NRC)  
NextUp RVA  
Northstar Academy  
Peter Paul Development Center  
Redd Elementary School  
Richmond Juvenile Detention Center  
The Salvation Army Boys & Girls Club  
St. Andrews School

In 2020, we led 45 programs for youth  
We contracted 70 teaching artists

*The best part was* talking online and being able to see people so that I didn’t feel lonely. I missed seeing people in person.

— Ellie Irwin, participant, Binford Middle School
2020 Highlights

· Initiatives of Change partnered with ART 180 for the workshop WE WEAR THE MASK, exploring themes of social identity and personal expression in celebration of the life and legacy of Martin Luther King Jr. as part of January’s National Day of Racial Healing.

· The Atlas teen poetry program led by current Richmond poet laureate Roscoe Burnems was featured in VPM’s series The Art Scene.

· We picked up a new community partner and offered multiple programs with the Autism Society of Central Virginia.

· Our board created a Racial Equity Task Force composed of staff and board members, with monthly planning sessions facilitated by Virginia Center for Inclusive Communities.

· We launched a new website designed by a team of VCU Brandcenter students through their Carriage House agency.

· Reynolds Gallery organized our first art auction, which shifted to online and raised more than $21,000, $1,100 of which went to a book scholarship for graduating seniors.

· Two of our teen leaders launched their own podcast called The Hard Pill, which inspired a new Atlas teen podcasting program and the establishment of our youth media center.
Open Studios, our annual showcase of the young people and artwork created in our community programs, transformed to accommodate a virtual space. The event is now a recurring virtual art workshop series pairing ART 180 teaching artists with musicians to lead families in exercises to express themselves artistically and connect with others across the community. The first virtual Open Studio was held in December and attended by 45 families.

*I've had a couple students randomly, in passing, express how much they love the program and making art with us. One participant asked to share their drawing and at the bottom they had written “I love you art teacher.” They often come to class with art that they've worked on in their own time that they'd like to share. This is an amazing, creative group of young people.*

— Nadd Harvin, Teaching Artist
Program demographics and outcomes

88% of young people in ART 180 increased their artistic expression
83% demonstrated increased critical thinking after participating in ART 180
89% demonstrated increased self-esteem
96% reported a sense of belonging/connectedness with ART 180 programs
92% demonstrated a strong sense of self-identity

Age*
8–12 = 16%
13–18 = 82%
19 = 2%

Gender*
Male = 42%
Female = 52%
Gender non-binary = 6%

Race*
Black /African American = 78%
White/Caucasian = 9%
Latino/Hispanic = 4%
Multiracial = 3%
Asian = 6%

Income data*
at or below 300% of federal poverty level = 94%
at 400% or above = 6%

*Demographic data based on responses received

Financial information
A copy of our 2020 audit will be available upon request after June 1, 2021.

Young people turning lives and communities around through art

114 W. Marshall St.
Richmond, VA 23220
804.233.4180
www.art180.org

Cover artwork by Trinity Choice @artby_trinity
Thank you to all of our 2020 donors!

Individuals

15+ years
Charles and Sue Agre
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Susan and Padric Baxter
Melissa Bradner and Tyr Whille
Sam and Susan Davis
Robert Dorch
Birch Dow
Barbara and Bob Falz
Lizette Geck
Liz Rass-Bill
Lucy Lee Helm
Mary and Harold Hemb
Iris Holliday
Tom Hoopes
Steve and Kathy Markel
SAM Meemore
Ledge Moses
Tristana Neovig Trai
M.A. and Kevin Nord
Candy Odenor
Jennifer and Justin Owen
Iudy and Dave Pahnen
Marlene Paul
Sir Banko and Bill Barrett
Davy and Pamela Rose
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Mark and Jon Dray
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David and Citra Gardner
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Ames and David Grindon
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Lisa Halbenthen and Jeff Lacker
Steve and Sveti Lashbigan
Heather Lee
John Helfrich
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Phillip and Bob Hiett
and Stuart Lee Horsey
Endrebojo Huia
Karen Jones
Pattie Koval
Kathleen Lane and Jolly Helm
Matt and Wendy Lovelle
Avery and Cathy Lowen
Sarah Masters
Jackie and Mark Mulrey
Ferry and Titus Nicholas
Karen and James Nolan
Alex Nyerges and Kathryn O'Niel
Karen and Michael Ondor
Nicole Jones
Lisa Jones-Fuller and Wendell Fuller
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Susan and Steven Meyers
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Sarah and Mark Minne
Bill and Sharon Montgomery
Linda and Billy Mosby
Jim Murphy
Barbara Nelson and Peter Nash
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Scott Wessell
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14-9 years
Axel and Arpita Aggarwal
Eliza Alford
Matt and Ada-Marie Amann
Meredith and John Anndale
Chris Atkins and Brandon Fox
Beacrash Armbrunt
Allison Baker
Carla Bala
Chris Barker
Stephen Batsche
Anne and Coegey Benjamin
Shana Blaynee
Anne Blasser
Patricia Boland
Megan Bolten
Rosie Boursier
Bob Brouth
Ron and Sharon Brigal
Leroy Breegeon
Georgeon and Stuart Bramblet
Amy Brown
Melodee Barnes and Marland Buckner
Ellie Burke
Sandy Cleaver and Arnold Kim
Michelle Castellianii
Melissa Childs
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Becke Clarke
Brenda Clarke
Michael and Pam Clarke
Colin Kay
Joshua and Arielle Cole John
Anita Coleman Wynn
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Siri and Tom Crewe
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Matt and Stephanie Davidson
Marina Day
Sandra Dechr
Carol and Paul Dillard
Matt Dorer
Kim Dor
Mary Dunbar
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Cafe Ford
Aubrey Ford
Kayla Foster
Franklin Fosh
Bob Frey and Pisa Jona Fuller
JARED Gaines
Barbara Garza
Glade Gill
Frank Gillman
Mey Cade
Allie Gold
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Martha Guthrie
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Timothy Hurley
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Amy King
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Stephen Leck
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Donors who gave $25 or more between January 1 and December 31, 2020 are listed. We do our best to properly list names. Please contact our Deputy Director, Nicole Jones, at nicole@art180.org with any corrections.

ART 180 is a 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization and relies on your tax-deductible contributions. For more information, please visit www.art180.org or call (804) 233-4180.

5-9 years

Allan and Margot Blank Foundation
Amant Craft Ales
Bank of America
Bonaventure Community Impact Fund
CarMax Foundation Matching Gifts Program
City of Richmond, Human Services Crossroads Art Center Eaves Express Lines
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Hardwood Park Craft Brewery
Harriet B. West Foundation
Hollin Rolling Foundation
Moses D. Nunally, Jr. Charitable Trust
NextUp
Ravenswood Foundation
Reynolds Gallery
Richmond Jewish Foundation
River City United Way
SUNTrust United Way Campaign
The Franklin P. and Arthur W. Perdue Foundation
The Seattle Foundation
The Women of St. Stephen’s Episcopal Church
United Way of Rhode Island

1-4 years

Baskervill
Bergen County’s United Way
Charles G. Thallhimer & Family Foundation
Citizens Charitable Foundation
Department of Taxation, Commonwealth of Virginia
Eck Enterprises
Emily S. and Coleman A. Hunter Trust
Eves Foundation
Facebook
Margaret Casey Foundation
Mark Franks Custom Building
Marin Agency
McKay Wealth Management Group, LLC
Mid Atlantic Arts Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
National Student Clearinghouse
Richmond Art Garage
Salt & Sourdough
Shelford Handaway Short, Jr. Trust
Target Employee Giving
The Chicago Community Foundation
The Peck Foundation
Thomson Reuters
Union First Market Bank
United Way of Central Ohio
Virginia Community Capital
Virginia Credit Union

Organizations

15+ years

Altra Client Services Community Foundation
Dominion Energy Charitable Foundation
Elmswood Fund
United Way of Greater Richmond & Petersburg
Van Go, Inc. of Richmond
Virginia Commission for the Arts

10-14 years

Altra Matching Gifts Program
Bank of America Matching Gift Program
Dominion Foundation Matching Gift Program
E. Rhodes and Leona R. Carpenter Foundation
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